
COURSE SYLLABUS
1. Information about the study programme
I 1 University "Babeg-Bolyai" University
1.2 Faculty Faculty of Physical Education and Sport
1.3 Department Kinesitherapy and Theoretical Disciplines
1.4 Field of study Science of Sport and Physical Education
1.5 Programme level Master's Degree

1.6 Study programme /
Qualification

Management of Sports organisations and Activities/sports Manager

2. Information about the subject
2.1 Subject title Techniques ancl Methods of Negotiation and communication (Tehnrcr qi

metode de comunicare qi negociere), Code: yME0004
2.2 Course activities teacher Junior lecturer MEZEI VLAD-GEORGIAN, phD
2.3 Seminar activities teacher Junior lecturer li4EZEI VLAD-GEORGIAN. phD
2.4 Year of
study

il 2.5 Semester 4 2.6.Type of
assessment

C 2.7 Subject regime Complementary

3. Total estimated time (teaching hours per semester)
3.1 Number of hours per week 3 Out of which:3.2

course
3.3 seminar/laboratory 2

3.4 Total numbers of hours in the
curriculum

42 Out of which: 3.5

curs

t4 3.6 seminar/laboratory 28

Time distribution: hours
Study based on textbook, course packet, bibliography and lecture notes 30
Additional research in
field activities.

the library, on specialist electronic platforms (databases) and through 30

Preparing seminar/laboratory work, hom_ework, .eaA

Assessment@
utner actlvltres:

20

t2
10

10
3. I LOrAr nOUrS IOr mdlvldual study

I
T12

3.8 Total hours per semester I tS4
3.9 Number of credits | 6

4. Pre-requisites (where applicable)
4.1 Curriculum a Not applicable
4.2 Competences o English language at level B1 cf. common European Framework of' 

Reference for Languages

5. Conditions (where applicable)
5.1 For course development o overhead projector
5. For seminar/laboratory o overhead projector
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1. Developing verbal and nonverbal communication skills in business contexts
2. Managing work groups and communicating efficiently in a wide array of contexts.
3. Building teamwork skills and developing employee motivation skills.
4. Fulfilling managerial functions at various levils-of an organization.
5. Acting dynamically in organizational culture.
6. Developing skills of solving managerial problems.
7. The ability to act independently and creatively in tackling and solving problems, to assess
objectively and constructively critical situations, to solve problems intelligently and to present
illustratively the results obtained.
8. Leadership skills on various organizational levels.
9. The ability to adapt to constantly changing competitive environments.
10. Developing the ability to adapt to various situations through systematic individual work and
teamwork.
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1.Developingcommunicationskillsforprofessionalpu.po
and the ability to work efficiently in various cultural contexts.
2. Developing communication skills and social inclusion.

obCourse obiectives and lea rn outcomes (deriving frorn the uired comoetences
7.1 Course obiectives Students will be able to use effectively English in their acadentic fietd of

study and in their future professional activity.
T.2Learning outcomes 1. Students will be able to communicate efficiently in English in business

contexts.

2. Students will develop communication skills and social inclusion.
3. Students will be able to manage work groups and communicate efficiently
in English in a wide array of contexts.
4. Students will build teamwork skills and develop employee motivation
skills.

5. Students will be able to fulfil managerial functions at various levels of an
organization in English.
6, Students will develop the ability to act independently and creatively in
tackling and solving problems, to assess objectively and constructively
uitical siluations, to solve problems intelligently and to present illustratively
the results obtained in English.
7. Students will develop leadership skills on various organizational levels by
acquiring theoretical and practical knowledge of communication and
negotiation in business.

8. students will develop the ability to adapt to constantly changing
competitive environments by using English efficiently in business in various
cultural contexts.

8. Content
8.1 Course Teachine methods Observations
1. General considerations on communication
1.1 Communication. Definitions, methods and
channels of communication
1.2 The importance of commwrication in the process
of nesotiation

Lecturing; interactive
teaching

2 hours

2. Telephone communication
2.1 Making arr4ngements on the telephone

Lecturing; interactive
teaching

2 hours



2.2 Prcpafing to make phone calls. Points to consider:
recipient, obj ectives etc.
2.3 Cross-cultural telephone communication
3. Presentations
3. 1 Presentation techniques
3.2 Planning and preparation. Points to consider:
audience, content, structure, style, voice, language,
body language, visual aids.
3.3 Structure of presentation: the essentials of
conceiving the introduction, the main body and the
end.

3.4 Intencting with the audience (degree of formality,
eye-contact and gestures).

Lecturing; interactive

teaching
2 hours

4. Business meetings
4.1 Preparing for meetings: the role of the chair,
secretary and participants
4.2 Types of meeting (decision-making meetings,
information- giving meeting, spontaneous meetings,
emergency meetings, routine meetings, etc.)
4.3 Structure of decision-making meetings

Lecturing; interactive
teachins

2 hours

5. Negotiation I
5.1 Types of negotiation
5.2 Types of negotiators
5.3 The essentials of negotiations
5.4 Planning and preparing
5.5 Opening negotiations

Lecturing; interactive
teachins

2 hours

6. Negotiation II
6.1 Bargaining
6.2 Making concessions
6.3 Accepting and confirming
6.4 Summarising and looking ahead
6.5 Closing negotiations

Lecturing; interactive
teachins

2 hours

7. Negotiation III
7.1 Dealing with conflict
7.2 Rejecting offers
7.3 Breaking off negotiations

Lecturing; interactive
teaching

2 hours

Total 14 hours
tsibliography
Sweeney, s. (2003). Englishfor Business communication. cambridge:
Tayror,s. (2005). communicationfor Business: A practicat Approich

Cambridge University Press.
Harlow: Pearson Education T.imited

8.2 Seminar / laboratorv Teachine methods Observations
1. General considerations on communication
I .1 Communication in the context of cultural diversity
1.2 Linguistic principles of good communication:
context, register, cultural factors

- heuristic
conversation
- pairlgroup work
- guided practice
- problem-solving
- learning by inquiry
- independent
learnins

4 hours

2. Telephone communication
2.1 Receiving calls
2.2Taking and leaving messages
2.3 Rephrasing and repeating mess4ges
2.4 Asking for rephrasing and repetition
2.5 Ending telephone conversations

- heuristic
conversation
- pair/group work
- guided practice
- problem-solving
- learning by inquiry

4 hours



2.6 Problem solving on the telephone

3.1 Using visual aids (content and format of a power
Point presentation: information content of slides, font
types and colours, harmonizing text arrd background
colours, selecting images, tables, graphs etc.)
3.2 Useful language for presentations (introducing the
subject of a talk, presenting structure and timing,
signalling different parts in a presentation, listing ani
linking ideas, describing visual content (irnages,
tables, graphs etc.-), summarising, concluding,

3. Presentations

handling questions and discussions.

- heuristic
conversation
- pairlgroup work
- guided practice
- problem-solving
- learning by inquiry
- independent
learning

4. Business meetings
Useful language for business meetings (opening the
meeting, introducing the agenda, stating objectives,
calling on a speaker, controlling the meeting,
summarising, moving the discussion on, closing
meetings, stating opinion, asking for opinion,
interrupting, handling interruptions, aski:ng for
clarifi cation, giving clarifi cation, checking effi ciency
of clarification, delaying decisions, referring to next

- heuristic
conversation
- pairlgroup work
- guided practice
- problem-solving
- learning by inquiry
- independent
learning.

5. Negotiation I
Useful language for negotiation (welcorning ,stating
aims and objectives, handing over)

- heuristic
conversation
- pair/group work
- guided practice
- problem-solving
- learning by inquiry
- independent

6. Negotiation II Useful language for bargaining,
making concessions, accepting, confirming,
summarising, looking ahead, ending negotiations

- heuristic
conversation
- pairlgroup work
- guided practice
- problem-solving
- learning by inquiry
- independent

7. Negotiation III Useful language for deating with
conflict, rejecting and breaking off negotiations

- heuristic
conversation
- pair/group work
- guided practice
- problem-solving
- learning by inquiry
- independent
learnin

Total23 hours

Bibliography
Sweeney, S' (2003)' Englishfor Business Communication. Cambridge: Cambridge University press.

ss:APracti,ot_App!9ogh.Harlow:PearsonEducationLimited.



9. Corroboration / validation of the subjectts content in relation to the expectations coming from
representatives of the epistemic community, of the professional associatidns and of the repiesentative

in the program's field
The content of the subject meets the requirements of th. r.pr.sentatives
of the professional associations and of the representative employers in the program,s field.

it is compliant with the

10. Assessment

Date of fillins€
J.0e.20r7

Signature of the
Junior lecturer

Signature of seminar teacher
Junior Vlad-Georgian, PhD

Date of approval by the department

J!,aa lr
Signature of the Head of Studies

Associate prof. Boroq -Balint 
!fia, 

phD

nau/

Type of activity 1 0.2 Assessment methods 10.3 Weightinthe

1 0. 5 Seminar/laboratorv

Ongoing assessment

10.6 Minimum standards
o The students will be able to communicate clearly *d,

contexts.

hp1
Textbox

hp1
Textbox




